
Attend a keynote on countering targeted disinformation campaigns.
Explore the involvement of state and non-state actors in orchestrating
harmful campaigns against enterprises. Learn to identify, combat, and
protect your organization from deceptive narratives to safeguard your

reputation, data, and interests.

Targeted Disinformation Campaigns : Role of State and Non-
State Actors at Targeting Enterprises with Harmful Intent

Join an insightful session as the speaker explores the delicate balance
between people as assets and potential risks within organizations. Learn

about the latest trends in safeguarding employees and countering insider
threats. Discover cutting-edge strategies, technologies, and best

practices for ensuring a secure workplace while maintaining trust and
integrity among your workforce.

People Assets & Risks

Join a discussion on harnessing the potential of Fourth Industrial
Revolution (4IR) technologies like AI, ML, and Quantum Computing while

addressing digital age risks. Explore how these technologies enable
progress and potential disruption. Learn about strategies for rapid
adoption, emphasizing security and resilience measures to protect

organizations in the evolving technological landscape.

Leveraging Fourth Industrial Revolution Technologies &
Platforms

EXPECTING THE UNEXPECTEDEXPECTING THE UNEXPECTED
An action-packed one-day Conference providing Actionable

Guidance for Security, Safety & Risk Management
Professionals in Navigating the Future



This discussion talks about the evolving role of Chief Security Officers
(CSOs) and Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) as strategic

business enablers. Discover how these security leaders are transitioning
from guardians of assets to driving forces behind innovation and growth.
Learn how CSOs and CISOs align security strategies with business goals,

support digital transformation, and enhance resilience in a complex
threat landscape.

CSOs / CISOs as Strategic Business Enablers

Learn how to adapt security protocols to safeguard personal data in an
age of growing digitalization. Get guidance, strategies, and real-world

examples for effective compliance and data protection. Understand the
practical implications of India's latest privacy law and discover

opportunities for security professionals to ensure compliance and
protect sensitive information for their organizations.

Navigating the Digital Personal Data Protection (DPDP) Act

Explore ways for individuals and enterprises to protect themselves while
supporting government initiatives. Join a discussion on the evolving Next-
Gen Financial Ecosystem and the rising cyber-crime trends. Learn about

the impact of technology on e-payment financial fraud and security. Gain
valuable strategies and essential knowledge for physical security

managers in this emerging realm of risk.

Next-Gen Financial Ecosystem & Rampant Cyber-Crimes

Determine the impact of global realignments, geopolitics, and terrorism
on enterprises in this session. Learn about strategies for Chief Security
Officers (CSOs) and businesses to prepare for unforeseen challenges.

Discover the importance of intelligence, crisis readiness, and adaptable
security measures in safeguarding business interests amidst shifting

global dynamics.

Geo-Politics & Terrorism: What should Enterprises and CSOs
do to plan for the Unexpected?

This fireside chat delves deeper into the intersection of iCET, National
Security, and Enterprise Platforms. The Speakers will engage in a candid

conversation, providing insights on the need for convergence of
enterprise and national security interests. The session will focus on
opportunities for security professionals to play an active role in the
increasing collaboration among academia, innovation ecosystems,

industry, armed forces, and governments to mitigate strategic risks.

Initiatives on Critical Emerging Technologies (iCET): Impact
on National Security and Ramifications for Enterprises


